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**Why?**

*Why, to give you a taste of your future,*
*a preview of things to come.*

*Con permiso, capitan?*

*The hall is rented, the orchestra engaged.*

*It’s time to see if you can dance.*

*Q (John de Lancie)*

*Star Trek: TNG*

*Episode "Q Who"*

---

**INTRODUCTION**

My Brothers, A couple of years ago I had the great honor and privilege of serving as Master of my Lodge for two years. It was one of the happiest and most rewarding experiences of a long and involved personal Masonic journey.

In researching this paper, I had what is called a “good news, bad news” moment. This catharsis was where I realized something very significant. The “Good news” was that I become conscious of the great thought and planning that went into the creation of the Lodge officers of the modern era and just how and why the Lodge would be governed in the form we have today. The “Bad News” was that I wish I had done the research before I served as Master.

This paper is written to present to the Vermont Edward J. Wildblood, Jr. Lodge of Research as a Short talk subject and as such much of the research was designed with a slanted Vermont point of view. I have endeavored to stay “general” in my reporting and will point out where Vermont differs for my Vermont brethren. I have relied heavily on the prior works of others (in print and online) and have incorporated some of the work herein. I will attempt to list all references at the end of this paper, however I found that most of the works I read (especially online), they had borrowed from previous works and the original author was undocumented.

By way of further clarification, this paper will deal with only the “Powers” of the Master as much as I can stay on point (my friends will testify, I have a problem in that area). There will be ample opportunity in other papers and by other brethren to discuss additional aspects of the office of Master, i.e., duties, ritual, benefits of the office, etc., but for the purposes of this presentation we are solely interested in the actual powers the Worshipful Master as in his position as Master of his Lodge. In reading all the materials and by virtue of actually serving as Master, I realize that this paper covers only the outstanding major powers of the Master that differs from non-Masonic groups. There are many more, less noticeable and “subtle” powers that exist and in reality (and practice) come from local customs and routine i.e., members asking for permission to do something.

Before we can discuss the “Powers” of the Master of a Lodge, some initial information is necessary to setup the discussion.
**Parliamentary Law**

The rules established for the government of the Congress in the United States, and the Parliament in England, and which are known collectively under the name of "Parliamentary Law," has been adopted for the regulation of all meeting bodies, whether of a public or private nature. But our lodges differ much in their organization and character from other groups, that this law will, in very few cases, be found applicable; and, indeed, in many completely inapplicable to them. The "rules of order", therefore, for the government of Masonic lodges are in general to be deduced from the usages of the Order, from traditional or written authority, and where both of them are silent, from comparison to the character of the institution.

**Masonic Foundation**

An individual Masonic Lodge in a typical jurisdiction has as its authority:

1. Constitution and by-laws of the Grand Lodge of its jurisdiction
2. Grand Lodge resolutions, regulations, and edicts

All members of Masonic Lodges are duty-bound to stand by, maintain and support:

1. Laws, resolutions, and edicts of the Grand Lodge,
2. Bylaws of the particular lodges of which they are members,
3. Landmarks and the ancient usages and customs of the Fraternity.

Grand Lodges differ in their interpretation of some of the "ancient usages and customs" of the Fraternity; what applies in one Jurisdiction does not necessarily apply in another. But certain powers of a Master are so well recognized that they may be considered universal. The old landmarks or the Ancient Landmarks as we usually term them are those foundations of the law of Masonry which are not subject to change.

However the modern overall authority for our Masonic fraternity operation is based on General Regulations and the Old Charges first printed in 1723. The General Regulations as set forth in Anderson's Constitutions were adopted shortly after the formation of the Mother Grand Lodge in England. In general the Old Charges are concerned with the relations of the individual brother to his lodge and his brethren; the General Regulations with the conduct of the Craft as a whole. The General Regulations permit their own alteration by Grand Lodge - the Old Charges do not.

**Discipline**

Many civil laws are provided with measures of enforcement and penalties for infringement.

Masonic law knows but four penalties:

1. reprimand
2. definite suspension
3. indefinite suspension
4. expulsion

These penalties for serious infractions of Masonic law may be ordered after a Masonic trial and a verdict of guilty, but mercy is much more a part of Masonic than of civil law. Infractions of Masonic law resulting in trial and punishment are rare, compared to the number of Masons, the vast majority of whom are so willing to obey the laws that enforcement is seldom required.
Title of Worshipful Master

The acting head of a Masonic Lodge is called the Master, normally addressed and referred to as the 'Worshipful Master'. The title of "Worshipful" does not imply that the Master is to be worshiped. The use of the word implies its original meaning, "to give respect", similar to calling a judge "Your Honor" or a mayor "Honorable". In fact, mayors and judges in parts of England are still called "Worshipful" or "Your Worship." Masons are required to obey the Master of a Lodge as much as but no more than any member of any voluntary association or organization is required to obey the President of that organization. Obeying the Master of your Lodge pertains to Lodge matters alone, such as when a lodge meets, who is eligible for membership, what size and color apron members can wear, etc. The Master can not tell you how to run your personal life, such as what to eat, where to shop, when to sleep, who to invite over to watch football, whether to pay your light bill, and so on.

There are a few titles used in relation to the position of Master of a Lodge:

- **Worshipful Master** - the presiding officer of the Lodge
- **Installed Master** - generic term for Masons who currently serve as Worshipful Master of a Lodge
- **Past Master** - a member who has previously served as Worshipful Master of any Lodge.
- **Immediate Past Master** - the Past Master who served directly before the present incumbent, and acts as his mentor and prompter.
- **Right Worshipful (without the word Master)** - is reserved for Grand Lodge Officers
- **Most Worshipful (without the word Master)** - is reserved for the Grand Master

A point of etiquette should be mentioned here. In modern society, a Lawyer who has served as a Judge retains that title for life and is referred to as "Judge [Name]". In the Masonic world, a Mason who has served as Master, retains the title for life and is to be referred to as "Worshipful [Name]" (or Past Master [Name]). This also applies to past Grand Lodge officers i.e., "Right Worshipful [Name]" and to a past Grand Master i.e., "Most Worshipful [Name]" (or Past Grand Master [Name]).

Unique Position of the Worshipful Master

The Master of a Masonic Lodge has more power than the presiding officer of any non-Masonic body. The by-laws of a non-Masonic organization may restrict or curtail the powers a president or chairman; in a Masonic Lodge no by-law which restricts the inherent powers of a Master can be passed, or, if passed, will be sustained by Grand Master or Grand Lodge. Briefly, then, if he keeps within the laws, resolutions and edicts of his Grand Lodge on the one hand, and the Landmarks, Old Charges, Constitutions and "ancient usages and customs" on the other, the power of the Worshipful Master is that of an absolute ruler.

This may, at first sight, appear to be giving too dictatorial power to the Master. But a short reflection will convince any one that there can be but little danger of oppression from one so watched over and controlled as a Master is, by the sacred obligations of his office, and the supervision of the Grand Lodge.

Traditional Apparent Rules vs. Determined Annunciated Rules

In reflection, I think most of the powers of the Worshipful Master are traditional apparent rules. These rules are based on prior practices of the Lodge and implicit because rules and procedures make sense to the members and have worked for the fraternity for a long time (i.e., it means law that was established by ancient usage and custom rather than by legislation).
Determined Announced Rules on the other hand, are written documented resolutions as a result of questions about the exact meaning of a rule or action. Most powers, rules or procedures are not announced until they become a topic of contention. The best example I can make is the explanation I gave my wife about why there are Warning labels on household products. She was curious why the hair dryer she was using needed to have a warning label not to use it in the bathtub. I explained that it was there because someone tried it and complained (or sued) because they had no warning that was dangerous. Therefore we can conclude that questions of authority or interpretation of rules are clarified only at the time they are questioned.

In the powers listed below, I have presented the generally accepted point of view for most jurisdictions and where Vermont either differs from or is in complete agreement and has addressed the issue specifically, I have mentioned the cite.

List of Distinctive Powers

Origin of Power

In General

The Worshipful Master has powers peculiar to his station; powers far greater than those of the President of a non-Masonic society or the Chairman of a meeting of any kind. As we shall see below, President and Chairman are elected by the body over which they preside, and may be removed by that body. A Master is elected by his lodge, but he cannot be removed by it; only by the grand Master or Grand Lodge. The presiding officer is bound by rules of order adopted by the body and by its by-laws. A lodge cannot pass by-laws to alter, amend or curtail the powers of a Master. Its by-laws are subject to approval by the proper Grand Lodge Committee or by the Grand Master.

Vermont Code § 319.2 Qualifications (a) Master. No brother can be elected Master until he has served as an elected and install Warden of a Lodge in this jurisdiction, except in forming a new Lodge The fact that a brother is a Past Master of a Lodge in another jurisdiction does not qualify him for election as master of a Lodge.

Vermont Code § 319.2 Qualifications (a) (1) Term Limit. A brother may not serve as Master of any Lodge for more than 2 consecutive years unless, for good cause shown, he is granted a dispensation by the Grand Master.

Vermont Code 2006 Proceedings, p.___. A brother may not serve as Master in more than one Lodge during the same year.

Vermont Code 1913 Proceedings, pp. 35, 94. The Official acts of the Master, to be effective, must be performed while he is in the jurisdiction of his Lodge.

Member of Grand Lodge

From a very conceptual point of view, when a Mason is elected to the Chair of Master, in a way he becomes a direct representative of Grand Lodge and ceases to be an active member of his own Lodge. The change is subtle, but important. The Master is transformed during his tenure into an advocate for the issues and policies of Grand Lodge. He also becomes a promoter of the supreme power of grand lodge over the subordinate lodge. This is not is many ways a bad situation, but to ignore the subtle change is to miss the complete picture of power and influence the Master has in his own Lodge.

Masters Position in the Lodge

No one but the Master may preside over his Lodge, in his presence (except the Grand Master or his Deputy ) unless by his order.
Powers cannot be curtailed

The presiding officer is bound by the rules of order adopted by the body and by its by-laws. A lodge cannot pass by-laws to alter, amend or curtail the powers of a Master. Its by-laws are subject to approval by the proper Grand Lodge Committee or by the Grand Master; seldom are any approved which infringe upon his ancient prerogatives and powers; in those few instances in which improper by-laws have been approved, subsequent rulings have often declared the Master right in disregarding them.

Appeal

Freemasonry differs from all other institutions, in permitting no appeal to the lodge from the decision of the Worshipful Master. The Master is supreme in his lodge, so far as the lodge is concerned. He is amenable for his conduct, in the government of the lodge, not to its members, but to the Grand Lodge alone. In deciding points of order as well as graver matters, no appeal can be taken from that decision to the lodge. No appeal lies from a Master's decision, either to the lodge, to a committee, or to any Past Master. For the Master to allow some brother to "appeal to the Lodge" and have then abided by what the Lodge decided is subversive of the dignity of the Master's station. The appeal, if sustained, may have serious consequences. The brother with the gavel is not only a member of his Lodge, but Worshipful Master. He is a Master who insists on all respect being paid the dignity of the office. To permit interference with the ancient usages and customs which surround the Master's Chair decreases reverence for tradition. While his brethren may not appeal to the Lodge for redress for any wrong, real or fancied, they may appeal to Grand Lodge, Grand Master or District Deputy Grand Master.

Vermont Code §321.3 - The Master's authority is absolute. No appeal can be taken from his decision to the Lodge. He is amenable only to the Grand Lodge.

Appointing officers

The Master, and only the Master, appoints the appointive officers in his lodge. He may remove such appointed officers at his pleasure. But he cannot suspend, or deprive of his station or place, any officer elected by the lodge. The Grand Master or his Deputy may do this; the Worshipful Master may not.

The Master fills all vacant offices by appointment; if the Senior Warden is absent, the Junior Warden does not, of inherent right, assume the West. The Master sends him there, or puts another brother or Past Master there, at his pleasure. But if the Master is absent, the Senior Warden does, by inherent power, occupy the East for that period; the Junior Warden, in the absence of both Master and Senior Warden.


Vermont Code 1892 Proceedings, pp. 36, 71. In the event a vacancy occurs in the East, the Senior Warden succeeds to the duties of the Master; the Junior Warden remains in the South by election and installation; the presiding officer filling the West pro tempore appointment.

Vermont Code 1898 Proceedings, pp. 77-8. The Master has authority to fill vacancies in the appointive officers of his Lodge at any time.

Vermont Code 2003 Proceedings, p. 26. If the Master-elect, or any other elected officer, dies prior to his installation the Grand Master may grant a dispensation for an election to fill the vacancy.
Resignation

A Worshipful Master cannot resign. Vacancies occur in the East through death, suspension by a Grand Master, expulsion from the Fraternity. No power can make a Master attend to his duties if he desires to neglect them. If he will not, or does not, attend to them, the Senior Warden presides. He is, however, still Senior Warden; he does not become Master until elected and installed.

Vermont Code 1886 Proceedings, pp. 30, 55. The Master cannot resign, nor can he demit from his Lodge until his successor has been regularly elected and duly installed.

Removal

President and Chairman are elected by the body over which they preside, and may be removed by that body. A Master is elected by his lodge, but cannot be removed by it; only by the Grand Master or Grand Lodge.

Affirmative Powers

Call Meetings / Summons

The Master may congregate his lodge when he pleases, and for what purpose he wishes, provided it does not interfere with the laws of the Grand Lodge.

A summons is a request to attend the Communication of the lodge for which the summons is issued, or the occasion to which he is called. A Master Mason is Masonically bound to “due answer make,” either by attendance, or submitting (in writing or by verbal notice to the Worshipful Master, Senior Warden, Junior Warden or Secretary) an acceptable excuse, such as illness, absence beyond the length of his cable tow, or other inability to be present. In most jurisdictions, including Vermont, the annual meeting has historically been required attendance for the members of each lodge.

There is good Masonic authority to explain the background and powers of a summons. Albert Mackey’s “Masonic Jurisprudence” states: “The Master has the right to convene the lodge at any time and is the judge of any emergency that may require a special meeting.” Simons “Principals of Masonic Jurisprudence” states: “It is an immemorial usage - and therefore a landmark - that none but the Master (when he is present) can congregate the brethren. Under this prerogative the Master may call or summon a meeting of his lodge at any time he thinks proper. The summons can be issued by authority of the Master only, while he remains in discharge of his functions, and is a preemiptory order which must be obeyed, under penalty, unless the excuse of the defaulter be of the most undeniable validity.” It is generally, not exclusively, held that only the Master can issue a summons. The dispute, where it exists, is over the right of members present at a stated communication to summons the whole membership.

In the United States the use of the summons grows rarer with every passing year, as applied to a whole membership. In certain Jurisdictions the Master summons his lodge once a year, as much, perhaps, to keep the idea of the summons alive, as to assemble the whole lodge for any purpose. Occasionally lodges are summoned regularly twice a year, a custom which doubtless grew out of the original once-a-year summons to come and pay dues, when such particular lodges decided to receive dues every six months. In some Jurisdictions the summons is used for the whole membership only upon extraordinary occasions, as when it’s proposed to finance a temple, or consider some extremely important question of policy such as giving up the Charter. In many Jurisdictions a lodge can not legally give, or surrender its Charter without the action being considered by the whole membership at a summoned meeting. Most jurisdictions would commonly
use the summons to command witnesses at a Masonic trial. In some the master uses the summons to get a sufficient number of brethren present for Masonic Funerals.

Unhappily, the pressures of modern life, the casual manner in which too many regard their Masonry, the laxness of some Masters and the "laissez faire" policy of some Grand Lodge leaders, has allowed the sanctity of the summons to be somewhat tarnished.

**Right to allow members**

The Master controls who may enter and who may leave the Lodge. There is a vast difference here between power and right. The Master has the power to refuse to open the door to any one - member or visitor (except the Grand Master or his Deputy). The Master has the undoubted right to say who shall enter, and who must leave the lodge room. He may deny any visitor entrance; indeed, he may deny a member the right to enter his own lodge, but he must have a good and sufficient reason, otherwise his Grand Lodge will unquestionably rule such a drastic step arbitrary and punish accordingly. If he permits entry of a visitor to whom some member has objected, he may also subject himself to Grand Lodge discipline. In other words, his "power" to admit or exclude is absolute; his "right" to admit or exclude is hedged about by pledges he takes at his installation and the rules of the Grand Lodge.

Vermont Code 1856 Proceedings, pp. 41, 61. The Master should not offend a sitting member by admitting a visitor when the member declares in open Lodge that he cannot sit with him. A Master is justified in refusing to admit a visitor if a member present declares in open Lodge that he cannot sit with him.

Vermont Code 1869 Proceedings, p. 21. The Master, in his discretion, refuse to admit a visitor when, in his judgment, the peace and harmony of the Lodge would be best secured by such refusal.

**Can assign members to run degree and keep control**

The Master has the right of presiding over and controlling his lodge. He may put any brother in the East to preside or to confer a degree; he may then resume the gavel at his pleasure - even in the middle of a sentence if he wants to! But even when he has delegated authority temporarily the Master is not relieved from responsibility for what occurs in his lodge.

Vermont Code 1883 Proceedings, p. 51. The Master is responsible to the Grand Lodge, not only for his acts as Master, but for the acts of his subordinates. It is his duty to see that they perform the requirements of their official stations. It is their duty to obey the Master's will and pleasure, and to be clothed with all necessary power to enforce obedience.

**Can change order of business**

Most Jurisdictions have ruled that "order of business" in the by-laws could be no more than suggestive, not mandatory. The Worshipful Master has power to order a change the order of business provided the action by the Master was not made to prevent an injustice to the membership i.e., postpone a vote until a certain member had left or was unavailable.

**Can determine subject for discussion**

It is only for the Master to say whether this subject is to be discussed now or later. The Lodge is opened and closed at his pleasure (except that he must not do business at a Stated or Special Communication at a time earlier than that stated in the by-laws.

Vermont Code 1867 Proceedings, p.27. It is the duty of the Master to see that the Lodge is protected from improper propositions, or proposals presented with undue frequency. He has control over all such matters, subject only to the Grand Lodge.
Can determine who speaks

It is for the Master to say who may and who may not speak. He can be responsible for the “peace and harmony” of his Lodge only by controlling its deliberations. But he is also responsible for the Masonic fairness, charity, courtesy and reasonableness of his actions;

Full control of debate

Masters have full control of debate. It is the Master’s right to control lodge business and work. It is in a very real sense “his” lodge. He decides all points of order and no appeal from his decision may be taken to the Lodge. He can initiate and terminate debate at his pleasure, he can second any motion, propose any motion, vote twice in the case of a tie (not universal), open and close at his pleasure, with the usual exception that he may not open a Special Communication at an hour earlier than that given in the notice, or a Stated Communication earlier than the hour stated in the by-laws, without dispensation from the Grand Master. He is responsible only to the Grand Master and the Grand Lodge, the obligations he assumed when he was installed, his conscience and his God.

Motions

A Master may propose a motion, second it, put it, close discussion, refuse to put a motion, at his pleasure . . . but let him think carefully before refusing to put any motion. If the proposer of the motion which the Master refuses to put lays the matter before the Grand Master, the Master must have a good reason or may be convicted of arbitrary use of his power and disciplined.

Vermont Code 1866 Proceedings, p.24. It is the prerogative of the Master, and his duty, to cause all matters important to be considered to lie over to the next regular communication for deliberate action thereon; also, to postpone the taking of a vote when, in his opinion, the good of the craft requires further and more careful deliberation, being always responsible to the Grand Lodge for any abuse of such prerogative.

Create committees

A very important power of a Master is that of appointing committees. No lodge may appoint a committee. The lodge may pass a resolution that a committee be appointed, but the selection of that committee is an inherent right of the Master. He is, ex officio, a member of all committees he appoints. The reason is obvious; he is responsible for the conduct of his lodge to the Grand Master and the Grand Lodge. The Lodge may refer a matter to a committee, but may not name its personnel. Otherwise the Lodge might control the Master, not the Master the Lodge. The Master, and only the Master, may order a committee to examine a visiting brother. It is his responsibility to see that no Cowan or eavesdropper comes within the tiled door. Therefore, it is for him to pick a committee in which he has confidence.

Committee Action on Petitioners

With respect to the committees which report upon petitioners, the Master is responsible for the accuracy, the fair-mindedness, the speed and the intelligence of such investigations. It is, therefore, for him to say to whom shall be delegated this necessary and important work.

Adjournment

A question of adjournment cannot be entertained in a lodge. The adoption of a resolution to adjourn, would involve the necessity of the Master to obey it. The power, therefore, of controlling the work, would be taken out of his hands and placed in those of the members, which would be in direct conflict with the duties imposed upon him by the ritual. The doctrine that a lodge cannot adjourn, but must be closed or called off at the pleasure of the Master, appears now to me to be very generally admitted.
Restrictive Limitations on Power

Needs permission to accept minutes
The lodge, not the Master, must approve or disapprove the minutes of the preceding meeting. The Master cannot approve them; had he that power he might, with the connivance of the Secretary, "run wild" in his lodge and still his minutes would show no trace of his improper conduct. But the Master may refuse to put a motion to confirm or approve minutes which he believes to be inaccurate or incomplete; in this way he can prevent a careless, headstrong Secretary from doing what he wants with his minutes! Should a Master refuse to permit minutes to be confirmed, the matter would naturally be brought before Grand Lodge or the Grand Master for settlement.

Vermont Code 1852 Proceedings, p.14 - The Master is responsible for the correctness of the records of his Lodge while he remains in office, and may at anytime have them amended if wrong; but he cannot change records made during the administration of a predecessor.

Needs permission to change bylaws
A Master cannot suspend the by-laws. He must not permit the lodge to suspend the by-laws. If the lodge wishes to change them, the means are available, not in suspension but in amendment.

Needs permission to accept members
A Master cannot accept a petition, or confer a degree without the consent of the lodge. It is for the lodge, not the Master, to say from what men it will receive an application, or a petition; and upon what candidates degrees shall be conferred. The Master has the same power to reject with the "black ball" or "black cube" that is possessed by any member, but no power whatever to accept any candidate against the will of the lodge.

Vermont Code 1936 Proceedings, pp. 46-7. The Master may withhold from the Lodge an application for a demit when the applicant is under charges for unmasonic conduct.

Needs permission to give degrees
For instance, he may assemble his lodge at a Special Communication to confer degrees, at his pleasure; but he must not, in so doing, contravene that requirement of the Grand Lodge which calls for proper notice to the brethren, nor may a Master confer a degree in less than the statutory time following a preceding degree without a dispensation from the Grand Master.

Needs permission to spend money
A Master may not spend lodge money without the consent of the lodge. As a matter of convenience, a Master frequently does pay out money in sudden emergencies, looking to the lodge to reimburse him. But he cannot spend any lodge funds without the permission of the lodge.

Cannot disclose votes or individual actions
A Worshipful Master has no more right to invade the privacy which shrouds the use of the "Black Cube" (or Ball), or which conceals the reason for an objection to an elected candidate receiving the degrees, than any member of the lodge. He cannot demand disclosure of action or motive from any brother, and should he do so, he would be subject to the severest discipline from the Grand Lodge.
Conclusions

I found it interesting in reading the early history of freemasonry that the formation of grand lodges came about well after the existence of local lodges. In trying to bring together all of the independent lodges, care had to be given not to exclude individual local practices. The approach that was taken is much like the approach our founding fathers took in the formation of the United States by the thirteen colonies. In order to have a powerful (and effective) central government, great deference was given to all the individual colonies (states), in what is termed "states rights", to allow it so that the states felt that they were not giving up (and preserving) their anonymity. By investing the Master with this extraordinary amount of Power, grand lodges maintain control over the membership in larger more "theoretical" issues and ultimately they were followed and eventually considered the authority on most issues by the subordinate lodges.

The Worshipful Master receives great honor, has great privileges, and enjoys great prerogatives and powers. Therefore, he must measure up to great responsibilities. Power is constructive only when used with knowledge. The Master who does not know his powers cannot use them intelligently. The Master who knows what he may and may not lawfully do will lead with wisdom, discretion and success.
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It requires wisdom to understand wisdom:
The music is nothing if the audience is deaf.
Walter Lippmann